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Mixing is tough.. but it doesn't have to be!This book contains information and a BONUS video series

to help home recording engineers build a foundation to a better mix. You will gain a deeper

understanding of the basics of gain staging, optimizing your files for mixing, achieving a

well-balanced mix, monitoring tips, and gain matching. This book is for anyone struggling with

creating a better mix.Tom Camp runs Digital Recording School, an online community helping artists,

producers, and engineers achieve a radio ready mix. He hopes with this book that other engineers

will reach their big "aha moment" that will open the doors to better mixing.
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Fantastic Book release by Tom Camp and Digital Recording Store. At a 1 USD this is truly a steal.

There are a lot of books out there that have hundreds of pages on audio topics that often go on and

on and though they have some good info, it seems as if they are more trying to get the book to 300

or more pages to boost the price- rather than offering something that is to the point and helpful. Tom

gets right to point and offers tons of value packed in 40 pages- and without any filler for those that



are interested in improving their mixing game.

This book really breaks down the mixing process. It's straight forward, easy to follow and has some

insightful workflow tips. I read it twice already and Just finished re-mixing an old song of mine. It

really made a difference. it took half the time to mix, and it actually sounds clearer. This book is

definately worth more than $0.99. I'd definately recomend anyone who want to learn about mixing a

song, or even if you want to try out a different approach.

Simple and easy read. I have watched many tutorials over the years. Although this tutorial is very

specific, it hits an area of mixing that doesn't get talked about enough in other videos I have seen.

Anyone who wants to learn about gain staging during a mix needs to read this book.

The book is an easy read and the video series adds a lot of value that I wasn't expecting. Very

intuitive.

Tom knows what he's talking about. Been mixing for 15 years and this is an amazing way to start

the mixing process. Great for 1st time learners

I have been searching for a resource to help me perfect my mixing process, and while the 40-page

quick-read is SUPER helpful... the accompanying videos are what made the difference to me. It's

one thing to explain a step by step method, but quite another to provide a watchable resource of

that same thing.

Musicians usually fancy themselves as recording engineers but few are actually good at it. As a

working professional I've never been able to afford the high cost of radio quality recordings while

simultaneously failing at all of my own recording projects. This book has solved both problems for

me!

I loved The Gain Changer! Buy this book, you won't be disappointed and you can't beat the price!
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